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Abstract

This paper discusses a graph based route solving algorithm to find the optimal path for an electric vehicle
picking the best charging locations among thousands to minimize the total cumulative driving distance
between the end points of the trip. To this end, we have devised a combinatorial optimization algorithm
and a fixed storage graph topology construction for the graph road network of the continental USA. We have
also re-purposed our existing Dijkstra solver to reduce the computational cost of many shortest path solves
involved in the algorithm. An adaptive and light weight spatial search structure is also devised for finding
a set of prospective stations at each charging location using uniform bins and double link associations.
The entire algorithm is implemented as yet another multi-threaded at-scale graph solver within the suite
of Kinetica-Graph analytics, exposed as a restful API endpoint and operable within SQL. Several example
trips are solved and the results are demonstrated within the context.
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1. Introduction

The use of the electric vehicles (EVs) increased
ten fold in the last two years alone and it is esti-
mated that the market share of EVs will increase
to more than 50 percent of the passenger car mar-
ket in the US by 2030 [1]. However, one of the
key roadblocks for people to choose EVs over fossil
fuel alternatives is the accessibility and the avail-
ability of the recharging stations particularly when
trip durations require multiple charges due to the
limited battery capacity of the EVs. In fact, there
is an increased urgency in adding more recharging
stations across the US, available and compatible to
many brands and designs. As of 2021 there are
around 45 thousand public outlets in the US [2]
as seen in Figure 1. Hence, pre-planning a trip
route in the best economical way possible proves
to be a practical need in today’s reality and a com-
plicated challenge algorithmically considering the
many factors a↵ecting the optimal decision making
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process. These factors range from the sparse avail-
ability of the stations to the dynamically changing
tra�c conditions that have a significant impact on
the energy consumption and over the result of the
optimal routing between the two end points of the
trip.

We addressed this clear need by implementing a
fast, practical and accurate graph based optimiza-
tion solver, with parameters specific to the optimal
routing problem of an EV trip involving multiple
charging stops so that di↵erent capacity limits and
re-charging penalties can be rolled into the opti-
mization algorithm [3]. Various mapping and rout-
ing algorithms for EV vehicles by Mapbox, Google,
TomTom, etc. are surveyed and summarized for
the consumption of various EV car manufacturers,
such as BMW, Tesla, Hyundai, and Nissan by Ax-
elsson and Andreasson [4]. The major di↵erence of
our implementation compared to those of the ref-
erenced solvers is that our solution does not use
bi-directional A-star Dijkstra between the prospec-
tive stations, and does not require finding a pivot
location between charging locations. We have ac-
complished this by rewriting our conventional Di-
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Figure 1: Courtesy of US Dept of Energy [2]; alternative fuel charging stations across the US colored based on the type of the
fuel shown in the legend.

jkstra algorithm to fit into the SLA requirements
which is critical due to the combinatorial aspect
of the problem that require thousands of shortest
path solves whereas many other EV routing algo-
rithms in the literature has employed chronological-
shortest path tree algorithms [5, 6, 7] towards the
same goal. Our optimization algorithm is summa-
rized in Section 2 and implemented using a dis-
tributed graph database hybrid with a relational
DB, namely, Kinetica-Graph introduced by the au-
thors recently [8].

2. Algorithm

Our algorithm is based on the assumption that
the most likely optimal path should be the one that
is tracking the closest to the shortest path between
the two end points of the trip. This is a reason-
able assumption in the sense that finding nearby
stations around possible stops o↵ this path would
still allow iterating over many combinations which
must be among the the most ideal choices, and can
be considered to be our heuristic optimization cri-
teria. Our fall back scenario in case of the scarcity

of stations around the shortest path is to increase
the search radius around the stops until the desired
number of candidate stations are found, which is
also another parameter of our algorithm. Our ex-
periments in running the solver over many pairs of
source and target locations across the US has con-
firmed the e↵ectiveness of our assumption and the
algorithm, the steps of which are summarized and
listed below and shown in Figure 2.

- Step 1. Construct a directed graph encompass-
ing all available charging stations and road seg-
ments,

- Step 2. Run one A-star Dijsktra sssp (single
source shortest path) solve to find the shortest
path from source to destination,

- Step 3. Split the path at locations where
recharging is needed based on the capacity, de-
picted as ’bases’,

- Step 4. Search for n number of prospective
stations (a parameter of the algorithm) around
each ’base’.
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Figure 2: First two steps of the optimization algorithm: (1) Blue rectangles are found over the shortest path route from start
to target in yellow, and depicted as bases at a distance proportional to a percentage of the capacity of the EV, Q by �Q, (2)
Blue circles indicate the candidate stations searched and found within a threshold Dijkstra distance from their bases, by ↵Q,
where the coe�cients satisfy teh constraint ↵+ � = 1 as stated in Equation 2.
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- Step 5. Run shortest paths between the con-
secutive stations at adjacent bases.

- Step 6. Apply restrictions if the shortest path
cost violates the charging capacity limit.

- Step 7. Construct a new network graph (’pro-
cess’ network) by adding an edge whose nodes
are the consecutive prospective station pairs.

- Step 7.1. Assign the cost of the sssp solves as
edge weights.

- Step 7.2. Map the sssp paths to the new edge
of the network.

- Step 8. Solve one final sssp on the ’process’
network from source to destination minimizing
the total cost of the edges (i.e., in this case the
total sum of individual trips between stations).

- Step 9. Retrieve the mapped paths of the edges
in the solution path found above to concate-
nate with each other for the final result along
with the station numbers on the output.

A directed Kinetica-Graph of the US road net-
work is generated from OSM data [9] using adaptive
tiles and described in Section 3. A very lightweight
spatial search structure will be demonstrated using
uniform bins and a double-link-structure for asso-
ciative items (stations) to each bin in Section 4.
The special implementation of Dijkstra algorithm
that is run between each pair of consecutive sta-
tions will be discussed in Section 5.

Forming the process network graph from pair-
wise shortest path runs between prospective station
stops will be covered in Section 6. The final shortest
path run on this process network to pick the most
optimal combination is discussed in Section 7. Fi-
nally, a number of example routes will be shown
using the solver implemented in this study along
with the corresponding SQL syntax in Section 8.

3. Graph Creation from OSM Tiles

The graph road network of the continental US
can be over 300 million edges which significantly
poses a heavy computational burden on any opti-
mization algorithm. We have formulated the gener-
ation of our Kinetica-Graph topology from the road
network data available via OSM as tiles [9, 8] by fil-
tering out certain road types to cut down on size of

the graph by half without impeding on our ability
to solve between any two localities.

We have developed an automatic extraction pro-
cess using Python scripts from data stored within
S3 buckets, to extract OSM binary files only where
the user is interested to create a Kinetica-Graph
by providing an enclosing geospatial region. The
other parameter is the tile threshold, in which we
create a tile (a rectangular shape) input relational
DB file to our create/graph as soon as the number
of OSM road nodes exceeds the given threshold.
Various tile division schemes can be seen in Fig-
ure 3. We have created an easy facility to create
graphs by hiding all the complexity of the OSM
network via a simple user defined SQL function
(UDF) as shown in Figure 4. We make sure that the
tiles are only connected via the duplicated nodes,
with no overlapping edges. This criterion is cru-
cial in the sense that we can then concatenate as
many tiles as necessary covering the specified in-
put bound, to create a single Kinetica-Graph ob-
ject. Our Kinetica-Graph creation endpoint (Rest-
ful/C++/Python/Java/JS/R API forms available)
is designed to input arbitrarily many tiles within
one single call as shown in Figure 5. This Create-
Graph call request is automatically created by the
UDF shown in Figure 4. A single graph of 160 mil-
lion edges is created by combining 24 tiles, using the
threshold of 20 million nodes in each. This graph
requires only 16 GBytes of memory, as shown in
Figure 6.

4. Adaptive Search Bins

A uniform bin (lattice) structure is constructed
with one input parameter of a delta tolerance (cell
size) along x and y (longitude and latitude), respec-
tively, defaulting to 10 kilometers. Each lattice bin
is then defined by a pair of integers depicting its
index on x and y, found by dividing them with the
delta tolerance as shown in Figure 7. The bounds
of the uniform bins is flexible and chosen by default
to be the world coordinates (-180, to 180 along x,
and -90 to +90 along y). The idea is not to use ex-
pensive adaptive structures like quad or R-trees [10]
but a more e�cient and light weight structure with
the ability to grow around the search location as
increasing layers (hops) when necessary during the
search process. Uniform bins are also used as an as-
sociative data container; in which the only param-
eter used for containing association is the linearly
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Figure 3: Automatic partitioning of OSM road network into Kinetica-Graph as tiles; (top) 500K nodes 697 tiles, (mid) 1M
nodes 371 tiles, (bottom) 2M nodes 72 tiles.
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Figure 4: User defined SQL function to automatically extract
OSM files and create Kinetica-Graph within the specified
WKT polygon. The tiles within this threshold is embedded
into the Create-Graph call depicted in Figure 5. Tiles only
share nodes and hence they can be combined without cre-
ating duplicated graph entities into a single graph shown in
Figure 6.

mapped index of the bin where the data item is lo-
cated. Each bin can house thousands of items, with-
out any need for resizing and each item can only be
associated with only one bin. When this one-to-
many (lower order) and one-to-one (higher order)
adjacency constraints are respected, only one vec-
tor of the size three times the data items is enough
to spatially index the entire data as a doubly link
list (dls); previous and next items, so that the re-
moval and the addition of an item to the bin struc-
ture has constant time complexity. This lightweight
structure is first devised by the author for numerical
preprocessors, simulations and solvers [11, 12], and
later successfully adapted for the construction of
a fixed size graph topology for the Kinetica-Graph
itself [8, 13].

We only need to find n number of stations around
each stop within a disk of ↵Q, where ↵ is a percent-
age of the charging capacity Q, say, 20% as seen
in Figure 8. At the root of each base stop loca-
tion where we found by splitting the shortest path
between the two end points of the trip at �Q dis-
tances, where � is a percentage of Q, say, 80%, we
run the Dijkstra kernel (See Equation 1) from the
base point(s) towards the adjacent stations within
the disk of ↵Q as shown in blue and orange colors
in Figure 8, respectively. Dijkstra kernel is defined
by D in Equation 1 as traversing a graph between
two points depicted as start and end such that the
distance that is required to reach to every node can
not be greater than the sum of the distance from
the traversed (incoming) node, di and the weight
of the edge wij connecting the nodes. In essence,
Dijkstra traversals favor the directions where the
distance field at each node is the local minimum
among its adjacent alternatives.

In these Dijkstra runs, we do not keep track of the

traversal history as we are only interested in finding
the buckets within the reachability disk (isochrone
contour) within a percentage radius of the capacity
Q. For each graph node locations within this disk,
the respective grid lattice i, j indices are calculated.
Once the buckets are collected with one more layer
around them, these buckets are used to retrieve the
associated stations using the double link structure.
Note that the percentages ↵ and � should sum up
to be unity as the combined maximal disk between
EV stations should not exceed capacity Q as shown
in Equation 2 as the constraints of our optimization
algorithm.

5. Revised Dijkstra

Running shortest paths between each consecutive
prospective station pairs require enormous comput-
ing resources over a directed graph of 160 million
edges. We have revised our existing Dijkstra solver
depicted by Equation 1 to reduce the impact of the
giant graph size on the running time of the solver.
Our conventional Dijkstra solver was implemented
using vectors to hold the nodal distances and revisit
traversal history of its priority queue implementa-
tion. However, in this specific instance, we will only
need to cover within a Dijkstra disk radius of �Q,
where � is a percentage of the ev-charging capac-
ity Q, i.e., we only need to run from each station
the next stop’s stations within this maximal disk
and stop if or when we reach the target stations on
the next stop from the same source at the current
base stop. Hence, the use of maps in storing the
nodal Dijkstra results within the disk-radius would
save pre-allocating of ⇡ 150 million vector spaces
every time a shortest path is to be computed. We
have traced the maximal map sizes during the solve
cycles to compare against the graph size, and it is
found to be well within 1-5 million nodes versus
150 million, resulting in more than two orders of
magnitude of memory savings. This is not be un-
derestimated, since with such a small memory foot-
print per solve cycle, distributing the solves among
many threads could become possible which also sig-
nificantly accelerates the overall execution time of
the optimization solver.

di = (dj + wij) | wij : vj 7! vi,2 N(vi)

Dstart,end = min
vi2G(V,E)|end

start

⇣
di
⌘

(1)
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Figure 5: Implicitly created Create-Graph request by the UDF of Figure 4. There are 24 tiles concatenated via the triplets of
edge combinations WKTLINE, DIRECTION, and EDGE WEIGHTS coresponding to the separate DB tables with columns,
seg, direction, and time, respectively.

Figure 6: The 160 million edge US road network, excluding service roads, extracted from OSM [9], and constructed as one
directed Kinetica-Graph by combining the 24 partitioned tiles from roughly 20 million edges in each. The graph object holds
16 GByte of memory.
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Figure 7: Uniform bins for spatial searching: The map is divided into constant size buckets along x and y. The number of
divisions along x is ni. Given any station coordinates xi, yi we can find its i, j indices, from which the bucket number can
simply be computed by ni ⇤ j + i. The data, in this case the station index is cached with the bucket that it is contained.
The station index is then added to the previously cached value as the next link in the linked list. This light weight of spatial
indexing of the stations will only require a vector of three times the size of stations, and the map from ’containing’ buckets to
the cached station index.

Figure 8: Constraints on paths from one charging base to the next; All the candidate stations around each base is searched
and found within ↵Q Dijkstra distance, and from each one of these prospective stations, all possible paths to the next base’s
prospective stations are computed. Bases are found to be within �Q Dijkstra distance between the start and the target locations
such that ↵+ � = 1. Any path whose cost is greater than the vehicle’s charging capacity Q is skipped. See Equation 2

.
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Dstni,stni+1 2 dmax < � · Q

Dbasei,stnj 2 dmax < ↵ · Q

↵+ � = 1 (2)

6. Forming the process network graph

In order to accumulate all the possible combina-
tions from each pair of the consecutive base sta-
tions, we have devised a network sub-graph, which
we call as ’process-graph’ and created a directed
edge between each pair of these stations as shown
in Figure 9. This computational process graph dia-
gram corresponds to the physical paths of Figure 8.
Between each station interval from the current base
to the next base, there are a total of n ⇤ n paths if
n is the number of the prospective stations at each
base stop. There may be m number of stops com-
puted by splitting the shortest path between the
two end points by the charging capacity. The over-
all number of process-graph edges E can then be
computed by the following simple formula:

E = n(nm+ 2) (3)

One interesting observation of the process graph
is that we have formulated all possibilities in a
graph definition where the edge weights are sim-
ply the Dijkstra costs of the shortest path solves
between the two nodes, i.e., consecutive base stop
stations. We also need to create and store a look-
up table for the paths corresponding to the shortest
paths associated with this process-graph edge.

7. Final SSSP

Finally, a shortest path on the process-graph is
calculated by running yet another Dijkstra solve
but on this process-graph from source to target.
The optimal path is the minimal cost aggregated
over the consecutive shortest path runs among the
stations implicitly. Hence, finding the shortest path
on the process-graph is indeed the result of our op-
timization algorithm. Note that any edge whose
weight is greater than the vehicle charging capac-
ity is discarded, and not even inserted as an edge
into the process graph as shown in Figure 8 with
the red cross sign. The resulting shortest path is
shown by a set of red line-segment in Figure 9. The

path is aggregated with the paths of the shortest
paths associated with the edge. Those aggregated
paths are coming from the solves on the US net-
work graph between each consecutive stations that
we have cached and mapped to the edges of the
process-graph as formulated by the Equation 4. In
the next Section 8, we will demonstrate the SQL
syntax of the graph solver endpoint call over sev-
eral cross country trip examples to show the results
of the optimal routing paths and stations.

Dfinal |endstart= min

(
stopsX

k=0

��Dik,jk+1

��
)

G

8i 6= j (4)

8. Results

The optimization solver in this paper is an add-on
solver to our existing Match-Graph graph endpoint
(Restful API). The new solver is added to the list
of other existing solver types, such as markov chain

for map matching, match supply demand for mul-
tiple supply demand logistics, match loops for Eu-
lerian path detection etc., that is serviced by the
same distributed Match-Graph endpoint as shown
in Figure 10.

The unit of the charging options should be com-
patible with the unit of the weights of the graph.
The main solver parameters are the charging ca-
pacity of the vehicle and the full charging penalty.
The database table for the EV public charging sta-
tions, including lon/lat locations and the station
ids should also be provided with the appropriate
Kinetica-Graph grammar as shown in Figure 10.
Another important aspect of our solver is that we
also include exact charging time penalty into the
optimization, i.e., if the cost of the aggregated Di-
jsktra, the edge weights in the process graph is not
exactly requiring a full recharge at the station stop,
we only add in the proportional amount of penalty
that is required to top of the capacity as shown
in the Equation 5 where cost⇤j is the adjusted edge
weight of the process graph, and the costj is coming
form the sssp runs between the consecutive station
pairs.

cost⇤j = costj + charging penalty ⇤ costj/Q (5)

An example of a cross-country multi-stop (10 sta-
tions) ev-charging routing is demonstrated in Fig-
ure 11, that has a slight deviation from the initial A-
star sssp between the two end-points which is also a
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Figure 9: The sub-network graph diagram; this process graph is generated from the shortest path runs between the prospective
stations between each consecutive base pairs. Each circle depicts a prospective station along the vertical of a base vertex. A
directed graph edge is depicted by a segment between two circled nodes, indicating a path between the two stations whose
edge weight is computed from the Dijkstra solution’s path cost. Left and right most nodes are always tied to the start and
the target locations of the trip. If there are n candidates per mth base (root location computed at a constrained distance o↵
of the shortest path between the start and the target), the number of graph edges in this process graph is n(nm+ 2), i.e., for
n = m = 10, total number of edges in this graph is E = 1020 which is also the total number of the Dijkstra runs involved in the
optimization. The red line is the final result of Dijkstra run on this graph between the start and the target whose cumulative
cost is the minimum. Refer to Figure 8 for how the paths are defined.

Figure 10: SQL form of the graph solver endpoint Match-Graph request for the optimal path shown in Figure 11. The input
SAMPLE POINTS component parameter is the available public stations database and the requested source and destination
locations in longitude and latitude from San-Francisco to Jacksonville, FL, respectively. The unit of the charging options should
be compatible with the unit of the graph weights, i.e., in this case, the weights are in seconds, hence, a charging capacity value
of 20000 roughly translates to approximately 300 miles considering average highway speeds.
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Figure 11: The result of optimal recharging route for a trip from San-Francisco to Jacksonville, FL using the SQL Match-Graph
request of Figure 10 shown as a blue path. The red dots are the candidate stations found where recharging will be needed
based on the capacity and the number of candidates passed as the input parameters to the solver. The solver then finds the
optimal set of stations among these candidates at each recharging stop depicted as larger yellow circles so that the overall trip
finishes in the shortest time including recharging and never exceeds the capacity.

good self verification for the optimality of the rout-
ing. This deviation is more pronounced in another
example shown in Figure 13. The trip planning in
this instance requires 5 recharging stops and takes
a bit longer than 18 hours as shown in the record
of COST column of the solution table in Figure 14.
The total solve time reduces with the number of
threads used which can also be seen in Figure 15.
The optimization for this 5 station stop case takes
a bit more than 4 seconds on a 80 core machine.
Hundreds of sssp runs are required for n = m = 5
with 135 number of process graph edges calculated
by Equation 3.

The optimization algorithm is a scalable solver
due to the fact that these sssp Dijkstra runs among
consecutive station stops are actually independent
from each other. Moreover, revising the Dijkstra
solver implementation aiming reduced memory and
time SLA is really the major factor contributing
to the e↵ectiveness of the scalability within each
thread’s own sssp runs. These amortized runs are
limited to operate within a Dijkstra disk radius of
only a percentage of the vehicle capacity, which
also greatly reduces the number of edges involved
in each solve to almost two orders of magnitude less
than entire US graph of 160 million edges.

One possible future improvement on our Match-
Graph optimization solver might be adding a condi-

tional logic into the main algorithm in case search-
ing around refueling locations would not be able to
find any stations within the capacity limit. In that
rare scenario, a possible mitigation technique could
be to move the anticipated refueling location o↵
the shortest path back and forth until one or more
stations within the search radius can be spotted.
Even though this mitigation technique is required
to have the desired fail-safe status, in practice it al-
most never happens and predictably less so in the
future as more ev-charging stations have continu-
ally been added in greater numbers even in the ru-
ral locations where the demand for EVs could only
be assumed to increase exponentially in the near
future.
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Figure 12: SQL form of the graph solver endpoint Match-
Graph request for the optimal path shown in Figure 13.
Similar to the request in Figure 10, the first parameter is
the public EV charging stations database table, followed by
the origin destination points depicted as geometry constants.
The charging options for the capacity, and the maximum full
charging time are specified to be around 300 miles, and 40
minutes, respectively. The charging candidates and gridsize
parameters are actually internal options.

Figure 13: The result of optimal recharging route for a trip
that requires approximately 19 hours of driving. The red
dots are all the available stations, and the red hallow circles
are the optimal stations found by the solver for recharging.
The blue path is the shortest path from source to target
for comparison. There are a total of five stations computed
along the way as depicted in Figure 12.

Figure 14: The resulting solution table of the Match-Graph
request depicted in Figure 12. The request is made with
the aggregate output option of false, and hence the format
includes each leg of the trip at a di↵erent record with the
corresponding trip path index. The station ids on column
STATION matches with the input id column the public EV
stations database table.

Figure 15: The scalability chart of the solver; total solve time
versus number of threads used (log 2 based). The scalable
part of the solver is the sssp runs between each prospective
stations pairs. Maximum number of cores used in this study
is 80 (real cores), which corresponds to a total solve time
of approximately 4-5 seconds including initial constant time
A-star sssp, writing to output DB tables and the latency
between the servers.
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